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Their Douglas-Fir Gin is a curious little number.  Imagine sitting in a
pine forest with the scent of freshly mown grass blowing in from the
distance on a bright sunny day.  You’re eating a grapefruit salad with a
splash of lemon zest for lunch, helping it down with a gin and tonic.
That’s it, that’s Douglas-Fir Gin (and a rather odd lunch!)  The flavour
profile can change from batch to batch since all Douglas Fir trees are
genetically unique, altering their taste profile tree to tree.  Their
Douglas-Fir needles are locally foraged in and around the South
Oxfordshire area.

Garnish: Anything Citrus works well with the Douglas-Fir profile,
however they recommend a slice of pink grapefruit.  Just be careful
not to overdo it as you’ll miss the intricacies of the Douglas-Fir.

Douglas Fir Gin
Dry 
Gin 1
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5c
l

Launched in 2017, Twisting Spirits create distinctive and unusual craft gins.  The brand was born in
Oxfordshire and operated from their tiny converted garage.  They've since expanded and now have
a small unit in Gloucestershire where they plan to develop more exciting new gins.  They distil, fill
and label each and every bottle by hand, passionately produced using hot and cold distillation
techniques to deliver a massive burst of flavour. The two distillations are twisted together to
produce the finished gin – perfectly balanced and bursting with fresh aromas and taste.
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Like Earl Grey tea?  Like gin?  Read on!  Their traditionally distilled gin
meets the finest Earl Grey tea leaves that are sourced from a local tea
specialist.  The leaves are then cold distilled to preserve the delicate crisp
bergamot citrus, floral hints and delicious earthy high tea flavours!

Garnish: A slither of Lemon Zest, or a slice of lemon works really well.  You
can also add a sprig of Thyme to bring out those earthy notes from the tea.

earl Grey Gin
Dry
Gin 1

Style ABV Case Individual

Their award-winning original gin.  Waves of exotic, fragrant aromas pop
right out at you, followed soon after by the gentle subtleness of fresh
lemongrass, leaving a creamy warming aftertaste.  So that’s the Thai green
curry you ordered, but their Kaffir Lime and Lemongrass Gin shares those
flavours and more to create a truly unique gin.  Made with eighteen
botanicals, this is their most complex gin to date and the first of its kind.
The smooth balance of flavours will have you reaching for another and
another.  Perfect for a hot summer’s day (Thai green curry not included!)

Garnish: Enjoy with a slice of Jalapeno pepper, a slice of fresh ginger and
star anise to bring out those lovely Asian spice notes.  Lemon balm from
the garden also works well.

kaffir Lime & Lemongrass
Dry 
Gin 1

41.5%

41.5%

1 * Great Taste Award 2018
San Francisco world Spirits Competition Gold Award 2018

1 * Great Taste Award 2019 

Can't decide which of their gins to choose…  Why not try them all in this
selection pack, which includes three cute 200ml bottles; Douglas-Fir, Kaffir
Lime & Lemongrass and Earl Grey, presented in a stylish gift box.

Perfect for sampling their range of gins and enough to share with friends -
or not!

The gift box contains:
3 x 20cl bottles

Three Gin Selection Gift Pack
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